Meeting Notes Recording Sheet

Name of Meeting: Door TG

Chairman: Steve Jasperson, (Therma-Tru)

Recording Secretary: J. Hayden

Call to Order Thru. July 9, 2015 Sched. Time: 3:00 PM – 4:00 PM EDT

Roll Call: S. Jasperson (Chair), S. Wendt (staff), J. Allardyce, S. Coble, D. De Block, J. Hayden, J. Krahn, D. McDonald, D. Meline, T. Reid, M. Thoman, S. Urich, T. Wix.

Approval of Agenda: NA

Business of Meeting: (listed below)

1. S. Jasperson (Chair) called the meeting to order 3:05 pm EDT.
2. J. Hayden took notes.
3. Anti-Trust reminder was presented by chair Jasperson
4. Items for Discussion:
   a. NFRC 100 SDR Ballot Spring'15
      i. Reviewed/discussed Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. Consensus was that products with different slab/panel thicknesses should be allowed to be included in a given product line. Staff captured specific edits in the draft.
      ii. Reviewed/discussed Section 5.2.3 regarding hinged door/storm door combinations. Consensus was that full lite doors with full lite storm doors can be simulated, but other combinations must be test-only. Staff captured specific edits in the draft.
      iii. Continued reviewing Pella negatives. Staff captured the specifics in the draft.
         a) 5.2.2.C - accepted
             a) Slab vs Panel - accepted
         b) 5.2.3.A - accepted
         c) 5.2.4, 3rd paragraph “methodology” - accepted
         d) 5.2.4.E - accepted
         e) 5.2.5 - accepted
         f) 5.2.5.1 Title - accepted
         g) 5.2.6 - accepted
   iv. Data to prove Simplified method
a) Steve Jasperson agreed to draft a proposed case study to address this.

v. Review changes to Core Conductivity Values

a) For polyurethane foam insulation (paragraph 5.2.4.E.a), consensus was to specify a conductivity of 0.024 W/m-K

b) For expanded polystyrene (paragraph 5.2.4.E.b), consensus was to maintain a conductivity of 0.038 W/m-K

vi. Case Study SDR vs DDR – See item 3.a.iv.

b. WG to develop NFRC 200 SDR Ballot – deferred

c. Database Work Group - deferred

5. New Business Items

a. None

6. Schedule Next Conference Call

a. Staff to submit Doodle Poll for July 20-29 (two calls will be selected).

7. Meeting adjourned at 4:10 pm EDT.